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rus export-import inc is an official participant of the 

US auto auctions. We have more than 10 years 

experience with world shipping of cars. We also have 

an office in the US. 

• We sell cars on a turnkey basis, allowing our 

customers to save time and money on selection, 

evaluation and customs.

• Buy cars with 10% initial payment. 

• We deal directly with the auction company 
and not an intermediary.

• We are reliable and our track records speaks 
for itself.

Maintain our own YouTube channel. 
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search, buyback, deliVery, paperWork

Rus Export-Import Inc is engaged in retail and wholesale of cars and motorcycles, specialized 

heavy and water machinery from USA, as well as international shipping.

Our company sells used cars (and equipment) purchased at auction in the United States. 

There are over 120 specialized auctions, and each of them is updated with new cars from 

America every minute. You can buy cars online from anywhere in Russia and CIS. You do not 

need to be present at the auction itself: our company will gather the necessary documents, 

prepare the car for customs clearance and send it to the desired location.
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Who can buy a car at an american auction and hoW to do it? 

Most auctions are owned by official dealers, so only professional car brokers have access to the full database. 

Our company is one of them. That’s why we guarantee the buyback of cars, motorbikes, special machinery 

at the lowest possible rate, and you get it at a price below the market. The convenience of working with us is that 

you get complete and reliable information about the condition of the lot you are interested in: information about 

mileage, date of last service, presence of damages, and even the approximate cost of repairs.
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hoW to Work With us?

We have a proven way of cooperation. there are all the steps 

in order below.

1. On our website you will find the current prices of cars from the U.S., 
you will be able to pick up a car in accordance with your wishes and budget. 
We will provide (if necessary) technical support for any issues you may have.

2. Then we make a scheme of order and export of both new and used cars 
from official American dealers and auctions..

3. We discuss the timing and methods of transportation within the North 
American continent to the ports of embarkation. We organize the delivery 
of any land and waterborne equipment, as well as the necessary spare parts 
for them

4. We determine existing freight shipping options and current rates.

5. We prepare the vehicle for customs control and send it to you!

1.
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cars from u.s. auctions

Buying an American car at auctions, you may overpay because of the large number of intermediaries above. 

Our company takes care about the organization of the whole process: from the search and buyback 

of the necessary lot at the auction to the delivery "to the door" and registration of customs documents. 

We help to purchase used and damaged cars from America with genuine mileage, as well as get the history 

of any car from the USA for free.

Our customers have the opportunity to participate in virtual trading at leading auction sites BoatTrader.com, 

Cars.com, Copart, CycleTrader.com, Ebay.com, EquipmentTrader.com, GlobalAir.com, IAAI, Manheim, NPA, 

Ritchie Bros. You can buy used cars, trucks, boats, motorboats, yachts, jet skis from USA here. We will send 

you detailed information about any of the lots you are interested in before bidding (photos + detailed 

description). 
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The best recognition for our company is the opportunity to handle the most serious 

and responsible assignments, including those of a foreign policy nature. In 2016, we 

were honored to assist in the search and delivery of a gift for the political leader of 

South Korea. We bought a relic with a four-character New Year's greeting written by 

a former South Korean president (the father of the current one) and delivered it from 

the United States. The order was completed on time, all conditions of the high-

ranking customer were met. President Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin personally 

handed over the gift. 

The confidence of the authorities is a guarantee of the quality of our services.  

reputation at the top

https://lenta.ru/news/2016/09/05/korea_present/

https://lenta.ru/news/2016/09/05/korea_present/
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Russian President Vladimir Putin gave his South Korean counterpart a final New Year's wish written by her father, 

according to the administration of Park Geun-hye, writes "Rossiyskaya Gazeta".

General Park Geun-hye, who was president from 1963 until 1979 (until his assassination), wrote four characters in the 

last year of his life that can be roughly translated as: "Through the unity of the people, let us move forward." It was the 

tradition of the country's leader to beautifully write one most important wish, the text of which was then placed in a frame.

"On September 3 in Vladivostok, Russian President Vladimir Putin, after finishing a business lunch, told our leader that 

he wanted to give her a special gift. "This is not an official gift, this is my personal gift to you," the administration of the 

president of the Republic of Korea quoted the Russian leader as saying.

According to Putin, cited by RG, after Park Jung-hee's death the relic ended up in the United States, where an 

American Korean bought it. "We found it in one of the U.S. markets and bought it back. As far as I know, it is the only 

existing copy of the inscription. I think it has a special meaning for you, so I would like to present it to you," the Russian 

president said. Park Geun-hye, according to her entourage, was very touched.

Putin stressed that the gift had a special symbolic meaning. "As it is written here, I would like our nations to walk 

together into the future," he added.

The presidents met Sept. 3 in Vladivostok on the sidelines of the Eastern Economic Forum. During the talks, they 

discussed the current state and prospects for the development of bilateral relations.

putin presented the south korean president with 
the text of her father's last wish
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rus export-import inc

Address: 

18911 Collins ave, 606

Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160

Phone: +1 754 209 88 28 WhatsApp / Telegram

Bank Info:

Citibank, 3800 S. Ocean Drive Hollywood, FL 33019 

Swift: CITIUS33 

Routing(ABA): 266086554 

Customer Account: 9118606142

llc "russian eXport-import”

INN: 7602155861

KPP: 760201001

ОГРН: 1207600018064

OKPO 46017738

REGISTRY NUMBER 40702810302910008895

Bank: "ALFA-BANK" JSC

BIK: 044525593

Corr. account: 30101810200000000593

Legal address: 

150052, Yaroslavl Region, Yaroslavl, Gromova st., 

20, apartment 15

Phone number: +7 960 530-72-76

CEO: Moiseeva Anna Evgenievna

OKVED: 45.11 Trade in cars and light 

of motor vehicles of small tonnage

reQuirements



faQ

1. how can i estimate the value of my car? You can get all the information you need on our website in the 

section on estimating the value of the equipment you are buying.

2. What are the costs in addition to the price of the lot? 

• Shipping to the port of departure (min. $150).

• Shipping by sea to the customer's port 

(min. $700).

• Auction fee. For salvage cars averages $400.

• Used car auctions retain $200 to $400.

• Document delivery by mail (FedEX, DHL), $70.

• Company interest ($3500).

• Customs fees.

3. how much is the company's interest? The company estimates the cost of its services at $3,500. The customer 

can be given a discount (from three or more cars buying at once), which is discussed individually for each 

case and depends on the cost of cars, methods of payment, customer's participation in search of a car, order 

volume, etc. The discount can be in the form of deferred payment, free spares, reduced company interest.

4. how much does transportation cost? Detailed information is in the appropriate section.
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faQ
5. is it possible to buy a car with your help from cars.com, autos.yahoo.com, eBay motors and similar sites? 

Yes, you can purchase a vehicle with our help on any online marketplace localized in the USA. You need to 

contact us or send us a request for your desired vehicle.

6. how do i monitor the bidding? ou can monitor auctions at Manheim, Copart, and NPauctions after you 

register on our website.

7. What extra information can you provide about the lot? The information about the lot posted on our 

website contains everything that is known about the vehicle prior to the auction. If the VIN is known we can 

use a special service to find out the entire history of the car (previous owners, official service and repairs 

if the vehicle has been serviced by an authorized dealer). For salvage cars you can order a pre-sale inspection.

8. Where can i find a sample contract of the company? The contract can be signed at our office in Moscow or 

we will send it to you for signing via mail.

9. Does the company provide services on customs clearance? es, we do. You can find out more about it if you 

contact our manager.

10. in what time you deliver the car? All the details you can find on the website in the section "Transportation".
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faQ

11. What documents are used for the car in the usa?

• Clean Title – A title for a vehicle that is undamaged.

• Rebuild Title – A title for a vehicle that has been rebuilt after an accident, inspected, and is roadworthy in the 

United States.

• Bill of Sale – A document of sale of a vehicle. A vehicle with this title is for sale only in the US. Exceptions are 

special vehicles and motorcycles.

12. What guarantees does the company provide? Each transaction is accompanied by an official contract. Our 

wide dealer network has been working for many years. The company has been working in the American 

market for more than 7 years. Annual turnover is more than 1 million dollars a year. We have close partnership 

relations with more than 50 companies.

13. many dealers who sell cars and appliances at auction expect to sell cars through offline (not internet) 

bidding, deliberately not providing information to internet users.

14. how to contact the customs authorities in russia? www.tks.ru/db/ktam 
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faQ
15. What are the pitfalls of a flooded car? In most cases, flooded cars are purchased for parts. Restoring such a 

car often comes out comparable to its value.

16. is it possible to complete a purchased car with additional parts? 

Yes, it is possible. Please contact your representative.

17. What happens to the prepayment in case of refusal? if you decide to refuse after the purchase of the lot, 

the prepayment is not refundable.

18. What are the best states to buy a car in to minimize shipping within the united states? 

Florida (FL), Delaware (DE), Pennsylvania (PA), Connecticut (CT), New York (NY), New Jersey (NJ).

19. What does "current bid" mean? Buyers have the opportunity to bid before bidding begins. This is how the 

initial price of the lot is formed.

20. How do I track the location of the container? Once the car is loaded in the container, you are given 

information about its serial number and the shipping company. On its official website you can find out where 

the container is at any given time.

.
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contacts in russia, moscow:

branch of the american company rus export 

import inc in russia:

ООО RUS EXPORT IMPORT

INN 7602155861

REGISTRY NUMBER 1207600018064

KPP 760201001

customs office

Customs office

141400, Moscow Region, Khimki, Sheremetyevo-2 

Airport, International Airport, Park Inn Hotel, office 1017 

Phone: +7 (495) 118-03-72

parking and cargo yard: 

avtoekspert car showroom

Address: 8 Krylatskaya St., Moscow, 121552, Russia

Phone: +7 905 1-333-000 (WhatsApp)

Phone: +7 (495) 118-03-72

.

 :
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contacts in usa, miami:
Rus Export-Import Inc.

Address: 12931 NW 27th Ave. Miami, FL 33167

Phone: +1 754 209 88 28 WhatsApp/Telegram

bank details:

Citibank, 3800 S.Ocean Drive Hollywood, FL 33019 
Swift:CITIUS33 Routing(ABA): 266086554 
Customer Account: 9118606142

our partners in kazan:
M-Service

Address: 7 Shirokaya St., Kazan.

Phone: +7 987 297-68-68

our partners in saint-petersburg:
Autocentre K14

Address: Professor Kachalova street 14, lit. B, 1st floor, 
St. Petersburg, 192019

Phone: +7 (812) 449-41-14, +7 911 924-10-32

.
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18911 Collins ave, 606

Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160
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agency serVices

Do you want to buy any goods in the USA? Our company provides agency services in this matter. People who 

once visited the U.S., are sure to pay attention to the fact that many goods cost incommensurably less there. And 

it is not so important what is the reason – markup of transport companies or something else, the main thing is 

that we have to pay from our own pockets. As a rule, this applies to brand clothing, accessories.

Now you can buy not only in Russia, but also in American stores. All worries about buying and shipping will be 

taken care of by our professionals. Whatever it is – antiques, consumer goods, furniture or even raw materials, you 

can always enlist our help for its purchase and delivery. To order our agency services or for any related questions, 

send an application to our e-mail box usa.export.trader@gmail.com or call us in Moscow: +7 (905) 1-333-000.

.



access to the auction

• Vehicles & Parts

• Motorcycles, ATVs, Boats & Planes

• General & Heavy Equipment

After selecting your desired auction, you will be shown a window with details of 

lots up for bid in the near future. Once you select a date, you can select from the 

lists of vehicle features that fit your requirements. The search results will show you 

the relevant lots. Each lot is available to view specifications, condition and photos. 

Once you have identified the lot you need to leave an order by clicking on the 

appropriate button. Then our manager will contact you as soon as possible to 

clarify the conditions of your representation at the selected auction.

how to order a lot at an open auction:

• Find the desired vehicle, car or motorcycle at an auction.

• Contact us.

• We buy the lot you like and deliver it to you

.
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Valuation

When planning a purchase, the question of a car's value plays an important role.

used cars

The value can be affected by the presence of optional extras, clean history, unpainted bodywork, and more. You can 

send us a request for more specific information, and then we will do an analysis based on the auction results from 

around the country.

Wrecked cars

The cost of a used car is affected by many factors. Here are the main ones:

• The market value of a car with a Rebuild Title. Its price is usually 30-40% lower than that of its "clean" counterparts.

• The cost of repairs. Auction specialists estimate the approximate price of repair in the U.S. As a rule, these figures 

are greatly inflated, but you should keep in mind that the more they are, the lower will be the cost of the lot, and 

therefore lower will be some types of customs clearance (for example, on a legal entity).

• Current rate. It will be the starting point for bidding. As a rule, the value of the sale, on average, exceeds the initial 

rate by 30%.

• Clean Title, up to 70k miles, and airbags in good condition are the main factors that increase the value of a car in 

the US.

.
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cargo pickups 

To predict the approximate cost of a pickup truck, it is best to contact our experts. They will analyze all the specifics of 

each particular case, after which they will declare you the most likely amount.

Useful sites for estimating the cost of cars in the USA: Kelley Blue Book Nadaguides. These resources have average car 

cost data based on recent sales statistics. Data on the average cost of cars in the USA is used by customs services of most 

countries, including Russia. If you have any questions about the cost, send us a request and we will send you all the 

detailed information. Final cost of a car from the USA consists of:

• Cost of the lot at auction;

• Auction fees;

• Cost of delivery within the U.S. and by sea to the customer's port;

• Documents delivery by mail (FedEX, DHL), $70;

• The amount of customs duties;

• Company interest (10% of the lot price, but not less than $500 

and not more than $1000).

.
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order information

The process of selecting and ordering a car. A description of the stages of purchasing a car and other 

equipment:

• You find and analyze lots available at auctions in the USA, then, after you have made a choice, 

place your order. You can place an order to search for a car or equipment you are interested in, 

and we will find it for you. You can also ask any question using the feedback form, and you will be 

contacted as soon as possible.

• For first time customers you must make 10% 

prepayment (min $500) of the lot price.

.
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Ways to make a prepayment

If you have not purchased at an auction, prepayment is a guide to purchase your chosen item or to repurchase your car 

from the dealer (seller). If you are not able to buy an item at an auction within your specified amount, you can keep 

the prepayment to bid for another item. Or we can return you the prepayment, minus the amount of bank charges 

($40). Payment is made under contract at the Moscow Motor Show or transferred to a U.S. bank account.

• If you win the specified lot, a contract of sale and purchase is signed between the company and you, after which 

you need to make the balance of the amount, minus the prepayment within the next three days. Your total amount 

is stated in the contract and includes the lot price, auction fees, shipping costs, and shipping costs to your port. 

If you do not pay the full amount within one week, your vehicle is being auctioned off and your pre-payment is not 

refunded.

• During the next 2-10 days the purchased vehicle is delivered to the closest port of embarkation for loading into 

a container. You are then sent a copy of the shipping manifest and data sheet, as well as instructions for tracking 

the location of the container.

Once export customs clearance is complete (takes 7 to 12 days), you will be sent the original data sheet, bill of sale, port 

bill of lading, and invoices, with our stamps if needed. You will need these documents in order to receive the car and 

also for customs clearance.

.
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car deliVery 

1. The car is bought at an auction in the USA.

2. The purchased vehicle is shipped to the nearest shipping port using an auction-accredited shipping company. 

Delivery time varies between 2 and 10 days and costs $0.7 to $1.2 per mile.

3. Before shipping out of the port:

• U.S. export customs process (2 to 10 days);

• Loading the cars in a standard container, 40 ft. long. (container holds 3 medium sized vehicles; large vehicles, boats, 

etc. are secured on deck);

• You are given the serial number of the container and the address of the service through which it can be tracked.

4. The container is loaded onto the ship, which departs to the customer's port. Approximate travel time is 35-45 days. 

The amount of cargo insurance is 1.5% of its declared value.

5. The car arrives at the customer's port, after which it undergoes customs clearance.

6. To receive a car you need to have documents on hand: Bill of Landing (bill of loading), Bill of Sale (bill of sale), Title 

(technical passport). All these documents are sent to you by registered mail.

.
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car deliVery

We move your purchased equipment across the US to the ports of embarkation. After that it is delivered by sea 

to any hub port in the world convenient for you: Kotka (Finland), Vladivostok (Russia), Arkhangelsk (Russia), 

Novorossiysk (Russia), Riga (Latvia), Klaipeda (Lithuania), Bremerhaven (Germany), Gdynia (Poland), Odessa 

(Ukraine), Poti (Georgia), Jebel Ali (UAE), Aqaba (Jordan), Sohar (Oman). Further cargo routing through 

the country to the customer's location is also possible. The most popular scheme of delivery to Moscow can 

be described as follows:

.
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acquisition of a car delivery to the port of new Jersey 

(or miami)

delivery by sea to kotka 

(finland)

 car transporter 

to moscow





shipping cost

The company's dispatch service provides an opportunity to contact 

national and local carriers without additional surcharges. We carry 

out transportation of any equipment: special, truck, motorcycle 

and car. We provide our partners with the opportunity to monitor 

the movement of goods. Our close cooperation with the largest 

ocean carriers allows us to offer you the most favorable prices for 

delivery, as well as a full range of delivery services: warehousing, 

loading, delivery of the container and moving it by sea to the 

port of the customer. We deliver cars to any region of Russia 

(cost from $ 700). Delivery of motorcycles, jet skis, quads and 

other motorcycles – from $ 350. You can find out more about 

shipping cost by sending us a request. For clarification of any 

questions about shipping rates, please contact our experts.

.
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Vehicle inspection

Through our company you can order inspection of 

any vehicle at any dealership in any city in the USA. 

We are a partner of a special service providing such 

service – SGS AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES INC. The cost 

of service if you buy a car through our company – 

$100. If you just need to check the car – $150. You 

can view a list of everything that is inspected on 

the official website of the inspection company. To 

order an inspection just send an application to our 

email box  usa.export.trader@gmail.com 

or call us in Moscow + 7 (905) 1-333-000.

.
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our customers' choice

.
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2021 Ram 2500 Viking Princess V50

CATERPILLAR 973C Crawler Loader



our customers' choice

.
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2017 Forest River FORESTER 2401R A car + a home car

A home car


